Global Grinnellian

Educational Opportunities

PROGRAM OF THE MONTH

ACM FIELD MUSEUM SEMESTER: RESEARCH IN NATURAL HISTORY

The Field Museum Semester offers an immersive and intensive research internship and class-based experience at the Field Museum, a world-renowned natural history museum in Chicago, IL.

Fall Only

Learn more >>

CET TAIWAN

Study Chinese intensively at the beginning to advanced level at National Taiwan University in Taipei while participating in credit-bearing internship in a wide variety of fields.

Learn more>>

NEWS AND UPDATES

• Global Opportunities Fair - Nov. 17 from 11am-4pm
  ○ Learn more about ways to engage globally in the US and abroad at Grinnell's Virtual Global Opportunities Fair, which will feature Off-Campus Study providers, Institute for Global Engagement staff, and campus partners.
• How to make OCS financially attainable – Nov. 18th @ 6pm
  ○ Two spring 2020 OCS alum will discuss how they made their OCS experience financially attainable.

ENVOY CORNER

Global envoys are IGE student staff who serve as peer mentors. We each can be reached at the emails below our intros.

I'm Abby, a 4th year biology major from Oak Park, IL. I spent Spring 2020 abroad in New Delhi, India studying public health.

Contact me

I'm Elisha, a 4th year biology and political science major from Uganda. I spent Fall 2019 abroad in London, England.

Contact me

I'm Nicole, a 3rd year economics major from Ames, IA. Pandemic allowing, I hope to study urban development in Berlin, Germany in Fall 2021.

Contact me